
Blast the 
Basics

WITH GLOBAL RUGBY



Make the most of some time to improve

Rugby is the ultimate team game, and while it’s great to be the biggest/strongest/fastest player, it 

doesn’t always make you the best. For teams to function they need to have a squad of players 

who all know their key roles and can execute them. If you’re a tighthead who can’t hold a 

consistent strong scrum position, a fullback who can’t reliably catch a high ball, or a scrum half 

who doesn’t clear the ball from a break down quickly, you will hamper the team.

Here at Global Rugby we are strong believers in rugby being a game for everyone, and the best 

way for 99% of rugby players to improve is to work on the basics – and keep working! 

We have put together some lockdown-friendly exercises that you might like to try at home - some 

are our own, others are a small example of the great resources you can find on social media. Get 

working on them and be ready to create the best highlight tape for your Global Rugby account 

when you’re back playing.

Good luck and enjoy!



Get moving

No matter what level you play at, it will help your skills and decision-making to improve your 

fitness. Some of the exercises that follow can be adapted to have a cardiovascular or resistance 

component, and as you improve your technique we encourage you to do that. 

In the meantime it will help you immensely if you can build your basic level of fitness. If you are 

just staring out, focus on the body weight basics – press ups, planks, pull ups, inverted rows, 

squats, bear crawls, etc. and get out running. Improving your 5km time never made anyone a 

worse rugby player! There is nothing wrong with starting out by walking 5km and speeding up 

each time, or running 2km and going a bit further each time.

EVERYONE STARTS SOMEWHERE AND SOMETHING IS BETTER THAN NOTHING!

There are tons of great resources around sports fitness on the Internet - get searching and find 

something that works for you, that you look forward to doing, and that can be done in your 

personal situation. 



Props & Locks – let’s get technical

Core role – A strong, stable body position for scrum and lifting

Find your ‘tower of power’

Feet shoulder-width apart (toes forward), weight on balls of feet.

Knees flexed.

Core imagine a string through your belly button, someone is pulling that string 
from behind you. ‘Pull in and bear down’ to engage your pelvic girdle.

Hips pelvic tilt, strong back.

Elbows tight to the body, tensed.

Scaps (Shoulder blades) together.

Chest up and out.

Head “Neutral” / “Natural” walking position.



Props & Locks – let’s get technical

Core role – A strong, stable body position for 

scrum and lifting

Hold your ‘tower of power’

Get down into a scrum position and hold it. If you can hold it for 

30secs then start to make it harder. Hands on rugby balls, someone 

pushing you, hands against a wall, etc. (get good then try removing 

a hand and holding it…)

Top tip: You are aiming for your femur and tibia to form a ‘5 past 1’ 

on a clock (or a 5 to 3 depending on direction)



Props & Locks – let’s get technical

Core role – A strong, stable body position for scrum and 

lifting

Move your ‘tower of power’

Time to put your technique into action. Start with bear crawls – it’s vital 

that you are able to maintain the technique whilst moving though, so get 

someone to watch/film yourself to check you are holding the correct shape.

Find yourself a tyre/weight plate/tackle tube and set up your tower of 

power on the edge. Hold your shape with a flat back and extend your legs 

to push it forward with a 2 footed push, catch your feet up so you are back 

into the ‘5 past 9’ then push again. Distance and time don’t matter, 

consistent technique is key!

Check out this great video from BOKSMARTSA: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAtxlsuoBhc

Top tip: You are not walking forward - you push off 2 feet then chase your 

feet forward in short fast steps, then push off 2 feet again. This is vital to 

produce the most power. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAtxlsuoBhc


Hookers – throw down the gauntlet

Core role – Strong, stable scrum position, consistently hit target at lineout 

Hookers have to be able to scrum, so go back a few pages and take in some 

of the challenges suggested for props. You also have to throw in at the 

lineout, so when you’ve finished your cardio or your tyre push, it’s time to get 

a bag of balls out and go hit some targets…

Not every throwing technique works for everyone, so feel free to tweak our 

advice to what works for you!

Hands – back hand 1/3 along the ball, front hand 2/3 and a light touch

Body – tower of power; feet, hips and shoulders square, head neutral, elbows 

more narrow than wide 



Hookers – throw down the gauntlet

Core role – Strong, stable scrum position, consistently hit target at lineout 

There is so much advise out there for hookers who want to improve their throwing. We 

include some of our favourite exercises here, but have a look at some of the tips shared 

by the top pros as well.

Outstanding series from Jerry Flannery:

https://twitter.com/jerryflannery/status/1247946491030888448?s=20

Ex-Ealing Hooker Rhys Lawrence:

https://twitter.com/RDLcoaching/status/1257287831879389184?s=20

Wales Hooker Richard Hibbard

https://twitter.com/richardhibbard2/status/1251869617754198022?s=20

https://twitter.com/jerryflannery/status/1247946491030888448?s=20
https://twitter.com/RDLcoaching/status/1257287831879389184?s=20
https://twitter.com/richardhibbard2/status/1251869617754198022?s=20


Hookers – throw down the gauntlet

Core role – Strong, stable scrum position, consistently hit target at lineout 

Exercise 1: On your knees - Start 5m from your target and get on your knees 

to isolate your core and arms. Start with flat throws and get harder as you get 

more accurate. Add distance as you get better.

Progression: Kneeling on a Swiss ball will test your core stability a treat!

Exercise 2: Vertical launch – Lie your back on a Swiss ball with feet on the 

floor looking straight up at the sky with your head over-hanging the ball. Lock 

your core and pull the rugby ball back behind your head. Throw vertically up 

– it should fall straight back down to you if it was straight.

Progression: Set up under a balcony and launch the ball to a partner who 

extends their hands over the balcony



Back Row – Carry and Clear

Core role – Dynamic ball carry, effective defenders, contest possession

Reminder that we are looking at the core basics, back rower’s specific skill sets vary hugely, even at the individual 

positions (Michael Hooper vs Richie McCaw, Billy Vunipola vs Kieran Read).

A dynamic leg drive is one of the first things coaches will look for 

in a back rower. An ability to drive through tackles/breakdowns 

and dominate contact situations is a great attribute. The tyre push 

will help develop this, but even more effective will be an ability to 

turn on the power while dragging something behind you. 

If you have access to a sled then that is fantastic - strap it on and 

get pulling over short powerful distances. If you don’t, then have 

someone hold onto your shirt while you try to get away, then let 

go to allow you to power through. If you are by yourself then it’s 

time to find some short, sharp hills and sprint up them.

For all of these you are aiming for short, fast steps with maximum 

force applied with each step. Cadence is key here!



Back Row – Carry and Clear

Core role – Dynamic ball carry, effective defenders, contest possession

Contesting possession when training solo is not always easy, but you can still blast the 

fundamental skills that will make you a menace at any tackle area. 

Every session you do should include down ups, and not just burpee-style ones, when 

you hit the ground take your hands off the ground to kill all momentum and then bounce 

up as quick as you can. The speed that you can get back in the game is key to your 

effectiveness.

Check out this series of drills from Bismark Du Plessis:

https://youtu.be/ujRGEDDhLFc

Defence coach Omar Mouneimne loves covering physical techniques on his YouTube:

https://youtu.be/aIIOYvtCWZQ

https://youtu.be/ujRGEDDhLFc
https://youtu.be/aIIOYvtCWZQ


Back Row – Carry and Clear

Core role – Dynamic ball carry, effective defenders, contest possession

Exercise 1: Bounce through the gate – Place a shield/pillow on the floor as a defender, 

with the ball on one long side of it. Set yourself up to one of the short sides (so you're at 

90 degrees to the shield). Hit a down up and as you get back to your feet, swing around 

so you cross over the shield straight to fetch the ball from the other side. This mimics 

regaining your feet post-tackle to enter the ruck through the gate and contest 

possession. 

Progression: Put the ball in a bag or under a weight so you have to fight to get it.

Exercise 2: Turn on the power – find a tractor tyre, heavy boxing bag or wooden log and 

get flipping. Focus on getting low and using your leg power to shift the weight as 

dynamically as you can.

Progression: Put a ball in the inside rim of the tyre - every time you flip it, get back low 

and recover the ball from inside the tyre.



Scrum Half – Express Delivery

Core role – Deliver fast and accurate passes, control the tempo 

of the game, Run/Pass/Kick decision-making 

Many scrum halves spend a huge amount of time practicing their 

passing, which is highly admirable. Those that develop faster also train 

with context whenever possible. 

Nailing the basics is vital; setting up low with your back foot close to the 

ball, lead foot towards your target, scoop from the floor, follow through 

towards target and chase your pass are all key aspects. 

This video from All Black Aaron Smith will set you on the right path: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTqAlVKLyTY

Top Tip - We recommend you film yourself and watch back to compare 

what you think you are doing with what you see. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTqAlVKLyTY


Scrum Half – Express Delivery

Core role – Deliver fast and accurate passes, control the tempo of the 

game, Run/Pass/Kick decision-making 

Exercise 1: On one knee – Get down on one knee with the other leg out straight towards your 

target (see pic). You are going to pass with just your back hand so you are emphasizing the 

scoop and the follow through aspects. Fingers should end pointing at the target.

Progression: Shift the emphasis to your wrists with this variation from a sport and exercise 

scientist - https://youtu.be/3jbYoAtC50c

Exercise 2: Tyre trouble – Lay a tyre on the floor with a ball behind, approach as if a breakdown 

and move the ball to a target ASAP: https://youtu.be/_y6xsD5A9Wk (parental advisory - there is 

some light colourful language after a poor pass at one point) 

Progression 1: Add context, place an opponent next to the tyre - if they stay put then you pass, 

if they drift then you dummy and run.

Progression 2: Dig the ball out, put the ball in the tyre so you have to fetch it and adjust your 

feet, add the defender as you improve.

https://youtu.be/3jbYoAtC50c
https://youtu.be/_y6xsD5A9Wk


Fly Half – The Perfect 10

Core role – Run/Pass/Kick decision-making, pass accurately, kick 

accurately, tackle effectively

Great fly halves come in many forms. Some are exceptional at game control –

putting their team in the right place on the field (Richie Mo’unga) - others at 

identifying space and putting others into it (Danny Cipriani), others still are 

jack-in –the-box tricksters with exceptional running threat (Beauden Barrett). The 

playing identity you wish to develop is up to you, but what they all have are great 

basic passing and kicking skills, and an understanding of the space (or lack 

thereof) around them. 

Treat yourself and watch the greatest – there are many YouTube videos of Jonny 

Wilkinson and Dan Carter. Watch how they manipulate the area of the pitch that 

their teams play in, utilizing the relative strengths of their teams (Wilkinson 

building pressure by putting the England pack into the opposition half and Carter 

finding ways to get the lethal All Blacks wingers the ball). 

For a lesson in Wilkinson game control: Toulon vs Saracens 2013

For a lesson in high tempo running rugby: All Blacks vs Lions 2005 Test 2



Fly Half – The Perfect 10

Core role – Run/Pass/Kick decision-making, pass accurately, kick accurately, 

tackle effectively

Accurate distribution and a good catch pass is key to linking the play, moving the ball and putting 

others in space. You should be catching the ball as early as possible with your hands out towards 

where it is coming from. Tthis allows you to get your head up quicker to scan the defence and look for 

your targets.

Exercise 1: Catch and Pass - Set up a target a short distance to one side. Receive a short pass from 

the other, catch it ASAP, turn your head to view the target and pass accurately. Even the top players 

go back to basics regularly (it’s why they are top players) - here is Elton Janties practicing during 

isolation. If you don’t have a friend to pass to you then bounce the ball off a wall. 

https://twitter.com/jantjies_elton/status/1250099650847281158?s=20

Progression 1: Add context – Let’s develop your decision-making around run/pass. Place a defender in 

front of you and if they move towards you then pass to the target, if they drift towards the target then 

dummy and run.

Progression 2: Add distance and variable targets – Make the passes longer and have 2 or 3 options. 

These can be coloured and someone calls a colour or a defender can push onto one and you have to

react and pass to the other. https://twitter.com/NorthRFU1880/status/1242020418850107393?s=20

https://twitter.com/jantjies_elton/status/1250099650847281158?s=20
https://twitter.com/NorthRFU1880/status/1242020418850107393?s=20


Fly Half – The Perfect 10

Core role – Run/Pass/Kick decision-making, pass accurately, kick accurately, 

tackle effectively

If you’re going to put your team in the right areas on the field, you will need a strong and varied 

kicking game. Just standing still and punting/drop kicking time and again will not give you the 

challenge and pressure that you will face in a game, so you need to add those in to give context to 

your practice and make it more game-like.

Exercise 2: Kicking Golf (The Classic) – Best as multi-player but still great solo. Find some space and 

pick a target for hole 1 (a tree, crossbar, bin etc). Kick the ball towards the target - the number of kicks 

it takes you to hit the target is your score for that hole, then pick your next hole. Play stroke play 

against yourself or match play vs someone else.

Progression 1: Add more context – Kick off with a drop kick like you would in a game, put yourself 

into position with punts then score with a grubber kick (or chip if its into something).

Progression 2: Add more pressure – If you’re playing with multiple people then you can add variety to 

the game, make it a speed round to add fitness where the first to hit the target each hole is the 

winner, no matter how many kicks and the loser does a forfeit. Alternatively, allow the other person to 

attempt charge downs from a particular distance. Have some fun getting creative with alternative 

rules!



Midfield – Centre of everything

Core role – Run/Pass/Kick decision-making, pass accurately, tackle 

effectively, create line breaks

Much like fly halves, midfielders come in all shapes and sizes and how you model 

your game may reflect the direction in which you choose to focus your training. 

There are, however, some universal areas that will help make you an effective 

midfielder. There is a massive degree of crossover with other positions, and no 

matter if you want to be Sonny Bill 2.0 or the next Henry Slade, you will need to 

work on your passing like a 10 and your breakdown like a 7 (see earlier pages for 

inspiration).

Midfielders make almost as many decisions as a 10 and take almost as much 

contact as back rowers, so mixing those into your training will be key. Can you 

make decisions and execute skills while tired from physical exercise?

Midfielders also need to be some of the best talkers and organisers on the field, so 

we will look to link that into what you are doing in practice as well. 



Midfield – Centre of everything

Core role – Run/Pass/Kick decision-making, pass accurately, tackle 

effectively, create line breaks

As previously discussed, a great place to start would be with some of the exercises laid out for the 

other positions. Want a leg drive like Manu Tuilagi? Get pushing a tyre like a prop. Want to jackal 

like Lukhanyo Am? Get on your up downs like a flanker. Want to pass like Owen Farrell? Get on the 

fly halves distribution drill.

Exercise: Mix and Match - Set up any 2 drills. At least one should induce fatigue. Bounce between 

the two. 60secs on one, 60secs on the other for 6 minutes. Swap with a training partner, then go 

again. Try to video yourself training so you can look at how your technique responds under fatigue.

Progression 1: Multiplier – Put in a 3rd then a 4th exercise and bounce through a minute of each, 

testing your ability to be physical, execute technique and make decisions. 

Progression 2: Decision Maker – When working on exercises that involve making a decision (passing 

under pressure exercise from earlier) or the kicking variation* try and use the non-receiving player 

to scan and communicate the decision, so that the inner player can focus on the technique. It will 

take time to develop the communication skills, timing and trust.

*2 attackers receive a ball vs 2 defenders and the 2nd defender will either drop to field a kick or push 

to block the pass and 1st receiver must pass/kick in response.



Back 3 – Safe and Deadly

Core role – Finish try scoring opportunities, beat defender 1 v 1, 

consistently catch high balls

Back 3 players come in a wide range. Some exist as deep-lying playmakers (Alex Goode), 

some as gain line-breaking physical presences (Taqele Naiyaravoro) and others as dancing 

flyers (Cheslin Kolbe). No matter what you offer, there are some key areas that will help 

make you a better winger: getting faster, improving your footwork and being consistently 

good with your catching. Given the number of speed programmes out there that are easy to 

access, we will let you find the one that is right for you and focus on footwork and catching 

aspects. 

First of all, give yourself a treat – go and watch some iconic back 3 players at work. Jason 

Robinson, Rupeni Caucaunibuca, Jonah Lomu and Christian Cullen are our personal 

favourites, and all helped redefine back 3 play in their own particular way. You’ll notice that 

some key traits they all have are an ability to beat a player 1 v 1 and even Lomu used some 

footwork to make that easier. 

When watching great players, try to pick up traits that you can learn from and apply to help 

develop your own skill set. No one else has ever stepped like Jason Robinson, because he 

found what worked for him and then made himself exceptional at it. 



Back 3 – Safe and Deadly

Core role – Finish try scoring opportunities, beat defender 1 v 1, 

consistently catch high ball

Exercise 1: Beat a defender – You will need access to a training partner. Find a space, 

ideally a pitch, that has a line to attack. Player 1 stands on the line, Player 2 stands 

10m away. Player 1 throws the ball to player 2 who then has to score a try without 

being touched by the defender with two hands.

Progressions: Alter the space and start points – Try kicking it 25m to the attacker, 

having a smaller target, only need a 1 handed touch, or a touch on the ball. Only your 

imagination restricts the way you can alter this exercise to help you develop. 

This also helps develop your defensive positioning, as well as your attacking skill set.

Question: Why do this instead of ladders and cones? 

Answer: Rugby is a dynamic game and defenders move. They never do the same 

thing twice, so you need to be able to react in a real-world context.



Back 3 – Safe and Deadly

Core role – Finish try scoring opportunities, beat defender 1 v 1, 

consistently catch high ball

Looking after the ball under pressure is important, so get used to being able to catch and 

hold it under a lot of pressure. This American Football Wide Receiver has some great ideas 

on solo proactive with a ball: https://youtu.be/IQ8XilpNeBo

Exercise 2: Catch under pressure – Stand 1m from a wall and throw the ball against the wall, 

catch it as it rebounds back at you. Adjust your feet and hands to catch it cleanly, however it 

bounces back. 

Progressions: Stand further from the wall and throw it harder or add in a 2nd ball and work 

one-handed.

Exercise 3: Catch High Ball – Find some space and kick the ball up in the air. If you can catch 

it every time, then go higher. As you get better start to kick it further away and chase it to 

catch every time. Trouble catching? Try using some of the techniques AFL players use: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9Rk7r0V_HI

Progressions: Combine with exercise 1 to catch a high ball then counter-attack vs a 

defender.

https://youtu.be/IQ8XilpNeBo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9Rk7r0V_HI


Five action items to help you prepare for rugby season

· Get an up-to-date highlight reel. Now is the perfect time to do this. We all have time on our hands, so use this time to look through your 

matches and get those highlights sorted. It is vital to have a recent highlight video for clubs to take an interest in you.

· Get a ball in your hands. Yes this may sound obvious and stupid, but the more you don’t touch a ball, the rustier you get. Think of the 

first time you ran after the end of the season or the first training session back in pre-season when you haven’t picked up a ball in months. 

Teams will want to get back into the swing of things ASAP, so stand out from the crowd and be ready.

· Stay fit. We know this will be hard, and of course there is no substitute for match fitness, but try and keep yourself in shape. Not only 

will this help your rugby, it will also give you something to do and help you stay mentally strong as well. Try and do some aerobic stuff 

as well as anaerobic work, to mimic a game/training as much as possible. Go back to the tips found in this book again and again.

· Try and do position-specific drills. Earlier in this book you would have seen some position-specific drills to keep you ticking over. Try 

and do these. Much like playing with the ball, this will keep you sharp and increase that muscle memory.

· Think about what you want next for your rugby career. Do you want to try a club overseas? Do you want to try a different club in the 

same country? Do you want to try a new position or get into coaching? Knowing where you want to be will give you something to strive 

for, and Global Rugby will help you with whatever decision you make.



Our Top 5 Rugby Websites for Content and Training

www.Ruckscience.com

www.Globalrugby.com

www.Rugbyworld.com

www.Rugbypass.com

www.ESPNRugby.com

http://www.Ruckscience.com
http://www.Globalrugby.com
http://www.Rugbyworld.com
http://www.Rugbypass.com
http://www.ESPNRugby.com


Now go get started!

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at either 

rob@globalrugby.com or simon@globalrugby.com

mailto:rob@globalrugby.com
mailto:simon@globalrugby.com

